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About This Content

The prequel to the BAFTA award winning narrative adventure; Life is Strange: Before the Storm races towards a dramatic
conclusion as Rachel learns the truth about her family and needs Chloe’s support more than ever.

Meanwhile, Chloe begins to uncover a dangerous revelation which will require her to find the courage and strength to make
some of the toughest decisions of her life…

KEY FEATURES:

Choice and consequence driven narrative adventure

Multiple endings depending on the choices you make

‘Backtalk’ - A risk/reward conversation mode that allows Chloe to use her barbed tongue to provoke or get her way

Make your mark on the world with witty tags and drawings

Choose Chloe’s outfit and see how people react to your look

Distinct Licensed indie soundtrack & original score by Daughter
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Title: Life is Strange: Before the Storm Episode 3
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Deck Nine, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Life is Strange
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or above (64-bit Operating System Required)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 (3.1GHz) or AMD Phenom X4 945 (3.0GHz)

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon R7 250 or NVIDIA Geforce GTX 650

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 14 GB available space

Additional Notes: Please note that 32-bit operating systems will not be supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese
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It's a very simple and fast game. With the new update, it got waaaaay better. The Strategy Mode is a nice twist. The harder
plants got...harder, which is nice. I like the idea of the bees, but I wish they would spawn in different spots on the scenery.
Keep in mind that it's very short. In less than 3h I had bought all seeds and upgrades and had all the achievements before the last
update. I got it on sale, so I think it was worth it.. +
Nice innovative fairy tale puzzle in VR with beautiful graphics and music. No motion sickness thanks to roomscale gaming
without artificial locomotion. Several hours of interesting gameplay.

-
Some bug in 3rd level: 1st bee stay near the bells house after putting the spark. After restarting the game this bug didn't happen
again, so I finished that level.

8\/10.. Fun, but could use a larger online playerbase (not a problem if you have friends to play with). I turned the music off and
it stayed on!!!!

Not much to it, you place buildings and the natural disaster detroy them, you play until you run out of money from rebuilding.
Or you place low income building that have low pollution and let the game play itself. Really, that's the best you devs can come
up with?

Only way to reduce pollution is to plant trees, and you can only plant one at a time. Then you have reselect it and plant another
one, etc, etc. Wow, excitement there.

Map is really small. I played beginner on easy, was bored after the second game.

Achievement earned --> Game deleted forever!. This game does work with the Rift and i did not see any issues with the game.
However the gameplay is prety repetative and not very clear. But for about $4 its a good time killer.
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boring and repititive nothing interesting at all, should have change to Free to play instead waste of my 1,100 Gems
Get this game if you want but i would suggest that you save your money to buy other game.. A fun gore fest that puts you in the
shoes of a vengeful grandfather taking on the mob. A difficult game for sure but highly addictive.

Plus it’s free so if you have an hour to spare give it a go.. AAA quality: the story is compelling, I like to discover things so the
letters and videos totally drew me in. The lighting is really cinematic and atmospheric, the graphics are awesome and I almost
had a heart attack in one or two places I don't want to spoil. Loved the multiple endings, make sure to look for the hidden path.
Definitely worth every penny for explorers and fans of the horror genre. ★★★★★. Anyone who plays this game send me a
friends request. No one ever to play with.

IS the demo multiplayer with others playing please let me know. I would play demo it thats whats it takes to play with humans..
A beautiful and great game that has great gameplay and a warm, nostalgic feel to it. The game adds more to the Treasure Planet
universe and allows even more storytelling if one wants to mod it.. It's good for what it is. Funny and entertaining for some time,
but of course it can also get boring very fast. I think the big challenge is, to handle the controls. They are very, very sensitive and
tapping left or right for more than one milisecond while at full speed will cause you to completly lose the control over your
forklift.. Didn't like it. Felt very 'American' (not in a good way). Do YOU like to send hundreds of grunts into the maw of a fire-
breathing,♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off Dragon? you do? then by this game and fulfill your dreams of death and castle-conquering!
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